The Hong Kong Story

This timely book chronicles the history of
Hong Kong from its misty beginnings to
the present day. The territorys unique and
turbulent
political
and
economic
development form the backdrop to a still
more compelling and human story. The
essence of The Hong Kong Story is the
interwoven sagas of the family dynasties
and business houses - vital ingredients in
transforming the `barren rock into a
miracle city state. These families were by
no means all British and Chinese: by the
mid-nineteenth century Hong Kong was
already a cosmopolitan city with a
prominent American contingent. It is the
collective spirit of these nationalities - grit,
optimism,
practicality,
ruthlessness,
generosity, resilience - that lies at the heart
of modern Hong Kongs unique East-West
chemistry. The book follows the waxing
and waning fortunes of these dynasties and
entrepreneurs through the convulsions of
the Opium Wars, the collapse of imperial
China,
Japanese
occupation,
mass
immigration, communist takeover in China,
the Cultural Revolution, frequent booms
and busts, and the approach of `one
country, two systems. It a fascinating story
of how human enterprise, rising above
ethnic divides, has endowed a coastal
enclave in Asia with not only unimaginable
riches but a unique identity.

I wanted our family vacation to Hong Kong to have a little education value, so we planned to stop at the Museum of
History for part of the day. We were there - 4 min - Uploaded by NBC NewsProtests heat up in Hong Kong over their
democratic future. Heres a look at their colonial Question, Answer, More Details. Where is the Hong Kong Museum of
History? 100 Chatham Road South, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong (next to the Hong - 5 min - Uploaded by The
Daily ConversationIts name means fragrant harbor in Chinese, but it could also mean city of change. This is the - 56
min - Uploaded by Ross BurroughAn brief history of Hong Kong. Hong Kong Story. Ross Burrough. Loading
Unsubscribe from Hong Kong officially the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the Peoples Republic of
China, is an autonomous territory on theComedy When Steve has to fly to Hong Kong on a company plane for business,
he decides to take the entire family for a The Hong Kong Story Poster.Hong Kong Museum of History: The Hong Kong
Story - See 3323 traveler reviews, 2703 candid photos, and great deals for Hong Kong, China, at TripAdvisor.Hong
Kongs rich history, with its interesting tales of marauding pirates, powerful clans and European traders, has helped carve
out its future as Asias world city.Colonial Governance and the Hong Kong Story This paper attempts to take stock of
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some of the discursive responses to the return of sovereignty of Hong KongThe Hong Kong Story permanent exhibition
is a showcase of the dedicated hard work done by the Museum staff in the past years in collecting, preserving and - 48
min - Uploaded by NWO Documentary CHANNELHong Kong, officially the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region of the Peoples Republic Hong Kong Museum of History: The Hong Kong Story - See 3325 traveler reviews,
2703 candid photos, and great deals for Hong Kong, China, at TripAdvisor.
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